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Glycogen Phosphorylase B (GPB), an enzyme that catalyzes the 

breakdown of glucose and brings energy to the body. Coca tea has been used for over 

8,000 years in regions of South America as a natural source of energy. In the following 

experiment, coca tea was studied against standard green tea as an activator of GPB. 

Kinetic assays of varying concentrations of coca tea and green tea measured 

differences of activation. Coca tea was found to have a higher Vmax and Km at high 

concentrations. Coca tea increased the activity of GPB, justifying its history as a 

natural stimulant.

Kinetic assays were used to measure the impacts of varying 

concentrations of coca tea and green tea. To compare the data, three other 

experiments were done to contrast the effects of tea. Spectrometry was used to 

measure the production of an indicator molecule to mark the progress of  a reaction.

Of the treatments administered,  the 30 uL of Coca tea had the highest V0. Coca tea 

had the most active effects in high concentrations. In lower concentrations, coca tea 

had a lesser effect in increasing the initial velocity than green tea. In future studies, 

other types of tea may be tested, such as black tea, which is known to have a higher 

concentration of caffeine. 

Aim of Study
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Figure 1. displays the structure 
determined by Sprang, S.R. et al. It 
displays the AMP bound form of GPB.

The aim of the following experiment is to consider the differences in enzyme 

activation with response to using varying concentrations of coca tea and green tea. 

Since coca tea is known for its use as a stimulant, it is predicted to cause a higher Vmax

for the reaction of GPB and AMP.  

Figure 2. displays the change in 
activation state of GPB. 

Figure 3. shows the difference in content of coca tea and standard green tea. 
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The function of Glycogen Phosphorylase b is dependent on the state and
conformation of the two subunits. To reach the R state, the enzyme breaks reacts with 
AMP. In the following experiment, this reaction is manipulated to measure the 
activation of the enzyme.
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